1 Introduction

A general quest in chemistry is to find rules and correlations which can be used to describe, or, even better, predict properties and behaviours of molecular systems. In photo processes, substituents can not only influence the excitation energy, but also the conical intersections (CoIns) of a molecule, which are the sensitive regions for ultrafast population transfer between electronic states, and thus play a crucial role in most deactivation processes. This work investigates the relaxation pathways of photoexcited furan and two of its derivates, furfural and β-furfural, which have an aldehyde group substituted in α- and β-position (Fig. 1). For all three molecules, new theoretical and experimental data are provided. We discuss the influence of the substituent and of its positioning on the whole reaction path. Recently, it was shown that the energetic position and the geometry of CoIns can systematically be influenced by substituents.1–3

For the series furan, furfural and β-furfural we investigated the effect of substituents and their positioning on the photoinduced relaxation dynamics in a combined theoretical and experimental approach. Using time resolved photoelectron spectroscopy with a high intensity probe pulse, we can, for the first time, follow the whole deactivation process of furan through a two photon probe signal. Using the extended 2-electron 2-orbital model [Nenov et al., J. Chem. Phys., 2011, 135, 034304] we explain the formation of one central conical intersection and predict the influence of the aldehyde group of the derivatives on its geometry. This, as well as the relaxation mechanisms from photoexcitation to the final outcome was investigated using a variety of theoretical methods. Complete active space self consistent field was used for on-the-fly calculations while complete active space perturbation theory and coupled cluster theory were used to accurately describe critical configurations. Experiment and theory show the relaxation dynamics of furfural and β-furfural to be slowed down, and together they disclose an additional deactivation pathway, which is attributed to the nO lonepair state introduced with the aldehyde group.

Thus, one focus of our study is, to explain such influences for our series of molecules by the extended 2-electron-2-orbital model.1,2 The substituent effects of furfural and β-furfural are predicted by the model for the ring puckering CoIn, one prominent relaxation pathway, and are verified by quantum chemical calculations.

A number of studies on the photorelaxation of furan has previously been performed.4–9 Two possible relaxation pathways have been reported,4 ring opening of the CO-bond, also known from related molecules like thiophene,5 and ring puckering, which features a CoIn with a puckered structure with, most notably, the H-atom in either α- or δ-position being bent out of the ring plane. The opening has the energetically lower lying S1/S0 CoIn. However, dynamics simulations result in long lifetimes for wavepacket-dynamics on EOM-CCSD surfaces in reduced dimensions,6,9 or exclusively choose the second pathway in on-the-fly dynamics on TDDFT level of theory.5

The experimental observation of the whole relaxation is challenging due to the high probe energies needed. Two velocity
map imaging studies were reported previously. One covered the initial part of the relaxation. Here the constant photoelectron anisotropy parameters for individual photoelectron kinetic energies were interpreted as an indicator for a constant electronic character of the excited wavepacket, and thus the puckering mechanism. However, the measurements were restricted to the FC region, as the ionization potential does not remain constant with changing geometry of the molecule. A recent experiment with a high energetic (160 nm) probe pulse reached further into the direction of both CoIns, but the spectrum of the short-time dynamics is superimposed by the signal generated by an inverted pump and probe order.

In the present study, we use high intensity instead of high energy for the probing pulse, in order to cover the higher energetic range via two photon processes and thus circumvent this problem. This way, it is possible to follow the relaxation of furan from the FC region to the CoI. Theoretically the deactivation of the three molecules is characterized by quantum chemical calculations complemented by non-adiabatic on-the-fly dynamics, where possible. One large challenge was to adequately describe on one hand the diffuse character of electronic states in the FC region and on the other hand the multi-reference character at the CoIns. To meet this challenge, several high-level electron correlation methods were utilized which also allowed us to benchmark the setup used for the dynamics.

2 Methods

2.1 Experimental set-up

Furan, furfural and β-furfural were purchased from Sigma Aldrich with nominal purities of 99%, 99% and 97%, respectively, and were used without further purification.

Absorption spectra were measured in a 1 cm quartz cell (Hellma) under saturated vapor pressure using a Cary 5e spectrophotometer (Varian). Our magnetic bottle set-up and wavelength generation schemes were described before. As pump pulses, we used the third and fourth harmonic of the fundamental 800 nm pulses of our 1 kHz-laser system (Coherent Legend USP-HE) at intensities of 700 and 300 mW pulse⁻¹. As a probe, we used the second or the third harmonic at intensities of 6 and 1.4 μJ pulse⁻¹. The cross correlation of our pulses varied between 180 ± 20 fs for 267 + 400 nm experiments and 150 ± 20 fs for 200 + 267 nm experiments as measured by the non-resonant ionization signal of Xe, which was also used for energy calibration of the spectrometer. For the experiments, the pulses were aligned collinearly and the focusing conditions were typically f/150 for the pump and f/125 for the probe pulse. Perpendicular to the incoming laser pulses, the molecular beam was introduced into the interaction region of our magnetic bottle spectrometer by a needle valve to which we applied a slightly negative voltage. The delay between pump and probe pulses was controlled by a stepper motor. At each delay time, the times of flight of the generated photoelectrons were recorded and the pump–probe signal was corrected by the independently measured signal for pump and probe only.

2.2 Data fitting

The data sets of furfural and β-furfural were modeled with a global fitting routine

\[
S(\Delta t, E) = \sum_{i} A_i(E) \int_{0}^{\infty} e^{-t/\tau_i} g(\Delta t - t_0(E) - t) dt,
\]  

where the signal \(S(\Delta t, E)\) is a function of the delay time \(\Delta t\) and the kinetic energy \(E\). \(A_i(E)\) are the decay associated spectra (DAS) of individual channels \(i\) characterized through the lifetimes \(\tau_i\). They are broadened by a Gaussian cross-correlation function \(g(\Delta t - t_0(E) - t)\). Time zero \(t_0(E) = t_0 + t_\Delta(E)\) consists of two values, a globally constant starting time, \(t_0\), which is measured in a separate experiment, and potentially a time zero shift \(t_\Delta(E)\). The shift \(t_\Delta(E)\) is used as additional fitting parameter, when the spectrum shifts at different photoelectron kinetic energies, which is the case for the 2 photon probe signal of the 267 + 400 nm experiments. For the 200 + 267 nm experiments \(t_\Delta(E)\) is set to zero, and \(t_0(E) = t_0\).

The data sets of furan were not fitted with a global exponential function. Instead, the different energy slices \(S_i(\Delta t)\) were fitted individually with not only \(t_\Delta\) but also \(t_0\) used as free fitting parameters in order to account for the temporal shift of the photoelectron spectrum and a change of the lifetime in the different regions of the potential energy surface. The temporal shift of the spectrum is caused by large amplitude motions of the molecule after photoexcitation. Along the relaxation paths, the ionization potential rises while potential energy is transformed into kinetic motion of the nuclei. Thus, when the molecules deform, the photoelectron kinetic energy decreases and the transient spectrum shifts. Therefore, for each energy trace, different lifetimes \(\tau_i\) can be observed as only parts of the dynamics are covered. At the energy where the largest shift is observed, the molecule has likely reached the energetic minimum of the potential energy surface and the decay constant measured at that point can be interpreted as the time the wavepacket needs to pass through the conical intersection back to the ground state. As a consequence, the total excited state lifetime can be considered as the maximum time shift plus the exponential decay time fitted at the energy where that shift is observed.

2.3 Computational details

Calculations were performed on several levels of theory to obtain a high level of accuracy for the different critical points on the potential energy surfaces, in spite of their individual demands. This kind of benchmarking also allows to rate the non-adiabatic on-the-fly dynamics simulations. Their quantum chemical description has to cover the whole potential surface. Simultaneously, it is most limited in terms of computational cost, which requires a compromise between accuracy and calculation time. We used the state averaged complete active space self consistent field (SA-CASSCF) method with 6-31G* as basis set for the on-the-fly dynamics. The (10,9) active space for furan involves the whole σ-system and both CO σ-bonds in order to describe the ring opening (Fig. 2a). For furfural and...
β-furfural, a (12,10) CAS was used. The additional π orbitals and the nO-lonepair of the aldehyde group were included, in return one of the CO σ-bond pairs was removed to avoid too high computation times. This reduction is easily compensated as both orbitals are connected by the oxygen orbitals and can easily interchange by rotating in and out of the CAS automatically. The CO σ-bond can still break at both sides.

Geometry optimizations used the 6-31G* basis set for all structures.\textsuperscript{5} Equilibrium geometries and normal modes were obtained at CCSD(T) level of theory. COinS between the ground and first excited state were optimized with CASSCF SA2 using the full π-space and both CO σ-orbital pairs as active space. In cases where the nO-orbital does not contribute to either of the two states, it was not included in the CAS of furfural and β-furfural, else the active space was not stable.

In the FC region Rydberg orbitals proved to play a crucial role. In general, their presence complicates the description of the electronic states which becomes rather sensitive to the quantum chemical theories used. An extensive comparison was performed to assess results and methods at all critical points. As reference basis set, an augmented triple-zeta ANO basis,\textsuperscript{15} as taken from the EMSL basis set exchange library,\textsuperscript{16,17} was employed. Two smaller alternatives that also cover Rydberg orbitals were considered, 6-31+G* as standard basis and a further reduced custom basis set. The latter was built by augmenting the 6-31G* basis with just the diffuse p-orbitals of 6-31+G* basis (see Section 3.1). This basis set will further be referred to as “aug”.

The quantum chemical methods used include CASSCF, equation of motion coupled cluster singles and doubles (EOM-CCSD red, from here on referred to, as CCSD), and complete active space perturbation theory (CASPT2) in various implementations: XMS-MSMR-RS2 (extended multistate multi reference Rayleigh Schrödinger perturbation theory, from here on referred to, as RS2) as reference, RS2C mainly to be able to compute the larger molecules, and CASPT2 as implemented in MOLCAS,\textsuperscript{18} because multistate calculations were needed at some points. Apart from the latter, all quantum chemical calculations were performed with the MOLPRO2012 program package.\textsuperscript{19,20}

For the non-adiabatic on-the-fly simulations our modified version of Newton-X,\textsuperscript{21,22} which supports the usage of Molpro 2012\textsuperscript{23} was used. For each molecule a set of 100 trajectories was started from a Wigner distribution around the ground-state equilibrium geometry and propagated for 250 fs (furan) or 500 fs (furan derivates). The properties of the considered states were computed every 0.5 fs. The non-adiabatic coupling vectors between two states, which are used in Tully’s fewest switches surface hopping routine,\textsuperscript{24} were calculated if the energy difference between the states was less or equal to 2 eV in the preceding step and else set to zero.

### 3 Furan

Furan serves as our reference to study the effect of substituents attached at different positions. We follow critical points along its possible relaxation pathways and try to find a balanced description for the electronic structure of the whole process.

#### 3.1 Excited states at the Franck-Condon point

An overview about the excited states of furan at the FC point with comparison to other theoretical as well as experimental studies was given by Gavrilov et al. 2008.\textsuperscript{5} In their work a basis set explicitly tailored for the description of the FC-region and thus of the Rydberg states is used in combination with the DFT/MRCI method, feasible only for single point calculations. Our benchmark ANO (10,10) RS2C excitation energies (Table 1) of the first ππ* excited states lie roughly 0.2 eV above the values provided in their work. The active space consists of the whole π-space, the CO-σ orbitals (Fig. 2a) and a 3s-Rydberg

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dominant transition</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>(10,10) ANO</th>
<th>(10,9) ANO</th>
<th>6-31G*</th>
<th>6-31+G*</th>
<th>(10,11) aug</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>π_π*</td>
<td>RS2</td>
<td>6.25</td>
<td>6.52</td>
<td>6.84</td>
<td>6.58</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RS2C</td>
<td>6.24</td>
<td>6.23</td>
<td>6.50</td>
<td>6.82</td>
<td>6.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CASSCF</td>
<td>7.72</td>
<td>7.62</td>
<td>7.69</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>6.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>π_3Ryd3s</td>
<td>RS2C</td>
<td>6.26</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>π_π*</td>
<td>RS2</td>
<td>6.45</td>
<td>6.58</td>
<td>6.72</td>
<td>6.63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RS2C</td>
<td>6.44</td>
<td>6.41</td>
<td>6.55</td>
<td>6.68</td>
<td>6.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CASSCF</td>
<td>6.78</td>
<td>6.64</td>
<td>6.70</td>
<td>6.80</td>
<td>6.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{5}Note, that the problems with the Rydberg influences, mentioned later, neither affect the ground state in the FC-region, nor the degenerate states in the region of the S1/S0 COinS.
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3.2 Time-resolved photoelectron spectrum of furan

Photoelectron spectra of furan were recorded for two different pump–probe settings. The spectrum for the 200 nm pump and 267 nm probe (200 + 267 nm) is shown in Fig. 3. While the 200 + 400 nm spectrum is shown in the ESI.† In contrast to previous experiments, 6 we chose a higher probe intensity in order to use the two photon probe signal which allowed us to follow the dynamics further along the potential energy surface. The stronger one photon probe signal [1 + 1′] extends from 2.1 eV to 0 eV electron kinetic energy. The electrons that form the peak maximum of the photoelectron spectrum, shifts by 60 ± 15 fs from the FC point (at 1.85 eV in the [1 + 1′] signal) to an electron kinetic energy of 3.3 eV in the [1 + 2′] signal. This shift is attributed to a motion of the waveform on the excited state potential energy surface towards the CoIns. From here the signal decays with a lifetime of 110 ± 25 fs, which is attributed to the decay to the groundstate and the accompanying fast decrease of the potential energy of the molecules. Neither the extent of the shift nor the decay time could be monitored by previous experiments. At the energy cut-off of [1 + 1′] ionization (at 2.1 eV), we fitted a time constant of 30 ± 15 fs which was assigned to the lifetime of the πRyd_{3s} state in accordance to Fuji et al. 6

3.3 Relaxation pathways and associated S1/S0 conical intersections

Two possible relaxation pathways of furan have been described in literature. 4 The first is a ring puckering, where the oxygen atom moves out of the ring plane, and one of the hydrogen atoms attached in a position bends far out of the plane in the opposite direction (CoInp – Fig. 4, left). The other pathway is an opening of the ring between the oxygen atom and one of the carbon atoms (CoIno – Fig. 4, right). Both pathways were found to be barrierless on CASSCF level of theory. Interpolations done on CCSD 4 and DFT/MRCI 5 level of theory exhibit very small barriers with an upper limit of 0.06 eV for the opening pathway. Both S1/S0 Conns lie below the FC-region and are thus energetically accessible. At ANO XMS-RS2 level of theory, they lie 5.0 eV (CoInp) and 4.0 eV (CoIno) above the ground state minimum. Literature indicates, 5,6,8,9 that the puckering probably is the main relaxation path, although its conical intersection CoInp lies roughly 1 eV above the one of the opening pathway (CoIno).
Our CASSCF dynamics exhibit trajectories of both channels, with the ring opening being the clear favorite. The geometries where the hops to the ground state occur, as well as the state characters at these points suggest that CoInp and CoIno are connected by a seam. Only a good half of the trajectories involving the ring opening directly jumps to the ground state at the CoIn. The rest stays in the excited state while the ring opens completely, and the large flexibility of the linear molecule allows for accessing various CoIn-structures, which were not distinguished further.

Of the 88 trajectories which reached the ground state, 43 are assigned to CoIno, 37 reach the ground state via completely opened CoIns, and eight trajectories are assigned to CoInp. Two trajectories of CoIno and three of CoInp lie inbetween both structures and were assigned by inspecting orbitals and configuration interaction (CI)-vectors, to determine whether the states include mainly the ππ*- or the σσ*-excitation.

Most likely, the importance of the opening channel is overestimated. The small barrier along this path seemingly vanishes in CASSCF due to the shortcomings in the FC region. A frequency analysis of the ππ*,π1* state at the FC-point (Table 2) shows that the gradient in direction of the puckering is unaffected when going from RS2C to CASSCF level of theory, but the curvature in direction of the barrier of the opening path becomes much weaker. This is reflected by the decrease of the frequency of the asymmetric CO stretching mode from 1989 to 667 cm⁻¹.

The excited state lifetimes, extracted from the on-the-fly dynamics, are in good agreement with the experiment. Fig. 5 shows the temporal evolution of the population dynamics of furan averaged over all 88 trajectories. The simulation is started in the S₂(ππ*,π1*) state from where the S₁ state is populated almost directly. Away from the FC-region, the electronic characters of the S₂ and S₁ state interchange. The decay of the S₁(ππ*,π1*) state is then mediated by the S₁/S₀ CoIns and is most easily followed by the rise of the ground state population. This begins after 25 fs, the first time a S₁/S₀ CoIn is reached. From here a fit (red line) to the on-the-fly data results in a total excited state lifetime of 95 ± 2 fs (Fig. 5), which corresponds to the passage through the CoIns. The 25 fs correspond to the experimentally observed 60 fs and the 95 fs to the observed 110 fs.

The discrepancy in the initial delay is attributed to the additional energy in the πσ,π1* state at the FC point on CASSCF level. This may lead to a speed up in reaching the CoIns to the S₀-state.

Table 2: Frequencies of the low lying normal modes of the ππ*,π1* state at the FC point which are connected to the opening and puckering pathway. The comparison between CASSCF and RS2C shows a major discrepancy in the asymmetric CO stretching vibration, indicating a steeper slope to the opened structure for RS2C. (Note that, due to symmetry, the gradients of the first three modes shown are zero, even in the excited state.) oop: out-of-plane motions of the O atom and the α-H atom; CO asym: asymmetric stretching vibration of the CO-bonds; CO sym: symmetric stretching vibration of the CO-bonds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>oop (O)</th>
<th>oop (H)</th>
<th>CO asym</th>
<th>CO sym</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CAS</td>
<td>449</td>
<td>394</td>
<td>667</td>
<td>796</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS2C</td>
<td>462</td>
<td>322</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td>789</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition, it may result in an overestimated fraction of the trajectories following the relaxation pathway via the ring opening, and could be the reason for the increased appearance of the opening pathway compared to the work of Fuji et al.⁶

4 The extended two-electron two-orbital model, introducing the aldehyde group

Furan is an interesting example of a molecule with competing relaxation pathways, where modification of one channel might influence which pathway is taken. With this in mind, we use the extended two-electron two-orbital model,¹² to explain the formation of CoInp, the central point of the puckering pathway, and discuss, how its geometry will be altered by substitution of an aldehyde group. Predicting the implications on the geometry of a specific CoIn is the first step to being able to manipulate its energetic position.

The two-electron two-orbital model was first introduced by Bonacič-Koutecký et al., to explain the formation of CoIns in polyenes²⁷,²⁸ and later extended by Nenov et al.¹,² In this section, we provide a brief account of the model’s fundamentals and utilization. The interested reader will find rigorous derivations of the formulas and in-depth discussion of the model in ref. 1, 2, 27 and 28. In the two-electron two-orbital model the description of the crossing states is reduced to two orbitals in which two electrons are placed in different occupation patterns. Reaching degeneracy of both states is split into two steps.

---

⁶ Even though the simulations likely misjudge the exact ratio between the pathways in furan, any alteration of one channel should lead to the same qualitative change in experiment and theory.
The first step handles the requirements to reach orbital degeneracy, the second step addresses the requirements to reach energy degeneracy. Our discussion focuses on CoInp, the S1/S0 conical intersection of the puckering pathway.

First, we explain the formation of CoInp in furan. For this purpose, the π-system of furan is treated as a modified cis-butadiene, its polyene building block, without the heteroatom. Here, the two states involved will be described by two occupation patterns of two electrons in orbitals a and b (Fig. 6a). The orbitals are localized at different atomic centers. The states are a single occupation of a and b, written |ab⟩, and a double occupation of a, written |aa⟩.

The first step is to reach a geometry where the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) degenerate. In butadiene, this can be achieved by a disrotator twist of the CH2 ends. A linear combination between HOMO and LUMO at this point yields the orbitals a and b, which are localized at different atomic centers (Fig. 6a). They still have the same energy. The two crossing states are now described by the configurations |ab⟩ and |aa⟩. At this point of orbital degeneracy, the resonance integral between a and b vanishes (∆J = 0). This is the first required condition to reach a CoIn within this model. The energy difference between the states |ab⟩ and |aa⟩ at this point is:

$$E_{|aa\rangle} - E_{|ab\rangle} = \Delta J - \Delta \varepsilon,$$

where $\Delta J = J_{aa} - J_{ab}$ is the additional Coulomb repulsion from placing two electrons in orbital a, $J_{aa}$ compared to distributing them over a and b, $J_{ab}$, and $\Delta \varepsilon = \varepsilon_b - \varepsilon_a$ is the energy difference between both singly occupied orbitals in the presence of the remaining electrons of the molecule. Thus, at the point where a and b are degenerate, the states |ab⟩ and |aa⟩ are separated by $\Delta J$.

This manifests the second requirement to reach a CoIn, the heterosymmetry condition. Either the energy of a has to be lowered, and/or the energy of b has to be raised, until $\Delta \varepsilon$ equals $\Delta J$ (Fig. 6b). During this process the resonance condition $h_{ab} = 0$ must still persist. Degeneracy can be achieved by deformation, e.g. one of the CO groups is pyramidalized which leads to an sp3 hybridization and lowers the energy of the orbital which is localized at the respective carbon atom.

In furan, the oxygen atom influences the electronic situation in the molecule significantly and additional terms have to be taken into account for the resonance condition. Still one can assign the involved CAS orbitals (Fig. 6c left) to the orbitals a and b of the model (Fig. 6a). At the CoIn, the δ-H atom in Fig. 6c is bent below the ring plane which pyramidalizes the δ-C atom and thereby lowers the energy of orbital a sufficiently to reach energy degeneracy. Thus, in furan the heterosymmetry condition is fulfilled by deformation.

In addition to the deformation, electronic effects of heteroatoms influence the energy of the orbitals a and b. As both effects combine to achieve $\Delta \varepsilon = \Delta J$, the deformation of the δ-H at the CoIn can be manipulated by introducing electronic effects. In (γ)-furfural and β-furfural, the aldehyde group interacts exclusively with a or b, depending on whether the orbital is localized in γ or β position: in furfural orbital b, in β-furfural orbital a is affected (compare Fig. 6c). In the affected orbital, the polyenic π system interacts with the unoccupied π* orbital of the CO group, which lowers its energy. The unaffected orbital stays the same in shape and energy. Consequently, $\Delta \varepsilon$ will change, and for the CoIn to be reached, the structure of the molecule has to be adjusted in order to fulfill $\Delta \varepsilon = \Delta J$ again.

In furfural, where the energy of b is lowered by the aldehyde group, the hydrogen atom has to be bent more, compared to furan, to equivalently lower the energy of a. In β-furfural, the hydrogen atom has to be bent less, because a is already stabilized by the CO orbital. In β-furfural, CoInp can also be reached, when, instead of the δ-H, the γ-H atom is puckered. In this case, the role of the orbitals a and b is exchanged. Thus, instead of orbital a, orbital b is connected to the aldehyde group, and, like in furfural, the puckering has to be increased.

One can try to infer the impact of those structural changes on the energetic position of the CoIn on the potential energy surface, but to judge the energetic behaviour of the whole molecule, instead of only single MOs, quantum chemical calculations are still needed for most cases. For furan and its derivatives the question was whether the relative energy rises in furfural and decreases in β-furfural, as the bending of the hydrogen atom means further deformation compared to the equilibrium geometry. The influences on the CoIn were analyzed as part of the investigation of the deactivation process of both molecules.

5 Quantum chemical results of furfural and β-furfural

Table 3 shows the energies and transition dipole moments for selected excited states of all three molecules, furan, furfural, and β-furfural at the FC point. The aldehyde group introduces...
Table 3: Excitation energies, oscillator strengths and classification of selected excited states of furan, furfural and β-furfural for different methods and basis sets. For furan, the involved orbitals of the ππ* excitations are given and the states are ordered by electronic character. For furfural and β-furfural only the type of excitation is noted. The states are ordered energetically. For reading convenience, some Rydberg excitations and one excitation from the nO orbital with small oscillator strength are left out. The numbering of the states (Sₜ) is with respect to the listed states only. (CASSCF is abbreviated as CAS, CASPT2 as PT2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>S₁</th>
<th>S₂</th>
<th>S₃</th>
<th>S₄</th>
<th>S₅</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RS2(10,10) ANO</td>
<td>6.26 (0.00; (\pi)Ryd₃ₓ)</td>
<td>6.24 (0.15; (\pi)π,(\pi)*)</td>
<td>6.43 (0.01; (\pi)(\pi),(\pi)π,(\pi)*)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCSD</td>
<td>6.23 (0.00; (\pi)Ryd₃ₓ)</td>
<td>6.15 (0.17; (\pi)π,(\pi)*)</td>
<td>6.76 (0.00; (\pi)(\pi),(\pi)π,(\pi)*)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCSD 6-31+G*</td>
<td>6.39 (0.00; (\pi)Ryd₃ₓ)</td>
<td>6.63 (0.17; (\pi)π,(\pi)*)</td>
<td>6.86 (0.00; (\pi)(\pi),(\pi)π,(\pi)*)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAS(10,11)</td>
<td></td>
<td>6.79 (0.17; (\pi)π,(\pi)*)</td>
<td>6.65 (0.00; (\pi)(\pi),(\pi)π,(\pi)*)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

significant changes. Compared to furan, the first excited state of the derivatives is always a \(\pi_{0}\)ππ* excitation from the aldehyde oxygen. Due to the extension of the π system by the aldehyde group, the ππ* states are lowered in energy while the Rydberg orbitals are less affected. Thus the Ryd₃ₓ state shifts from the S₁ (in furan) to the S₄ position and the Ryd₃ₚ orbital mixes only with the higher lying ππ* states. The highest oscillator strength is found for the S₂ state for furan and furfural, while in β-furfural the S₃ state shows the strongest transition dipole moment.

In furan, the excitation energies change slightly, from RS2C and the ANO basis to CASSCF with the aug basis, but the states stay clearly identifiable. In furfural and β-furfural, the electronic characters of the ππ* states depend strongly on the level of theory. While the CCSD results are characterized by dominant ππ* transitions, the CASSCF results are a mixture of many transitions. In consequence, the CASSCF excited states show significantly different oscillator strengths and cannot be assigned to the CCSD-states, which is unambiguously possible in furan.①

On CCSD level of theory, we could identify three low-lying ππ* states (S₂, S₃, S₄) which are characterized by HOMO–LUMO, HOMO–1–LUMO and HOMO–LUMO+1 excitations. Between S₃ and S₄, several Rydberg states and another excitation from the nO orbital are located. All these states have no oscillator strengths and are not listed except for the S₄(\(\pi\)Ryd₃ₓ) state, which is already known from furan. In furfural, the LUMO and in β-furfural the LUMO+1 are most similar to the LUMO of furan (see Fig. 7). This explains the shift of the strong oscillator strength from S₃ to S₄ in β-furfural.

① To facilitate the comparison at all, a set of CCSD-calculations was started from the CAS-orbitals. This hardly affected the energies but greatly helped with the interpretation of the CI vectors.

Regardless of which of the three basis sets is used, the ππ* states of the CASSCF calculations converge to solutions which are not described by one or two major determinants. The problem arises from the multitude of low-lying Rydberg states. In contrast to furan, adding diffuse 3p orbitals to the active space does not solve this issue. While no effect is observed in furfural, in β-furfural the description of the S₂ and S₃ states is only slightly improved such that S₄ now has the strong oscillator strength. Nevertheless the electronic structure is still strongly mixed and remains unreliable. For this reason it is necessary to use multistate implementations when advancing to CASPT2. MOLCAS-CASPT2 (SA6) was employed to further investigate the character of the states. This results in two ππ* states with similar electronic character compared to the CCSD states for S₃(\(\pi\)π,\(\pi\)*) and S₄(\(\pi\)π,\(\pi\)*)

The experimental data confirms the CCSD-results. Fig. 8 shows the experimental UV-spectra of furan (red), furfural (green) and β-furfural (blue) together with the theoretical data. The theoretical values are shifted by the difference between the calculated excitation energy of furan and the measured peak maximum. For CCSD (light green and blue) the shift is 0.39 eV (indicated by the red arrow) and for CASSCF (dark blue) 0.73 eV.
The CCSD excitation energies as well as the relative oscillator strengths coincide well with the experimental spectra. The CASSCF-results fit neither in their absolute nor relative peak position.

Leaving the FC region, the discrepancies in the description of the states between CCSD and CASSCF vanish. The influence of the Rydberg states decreases as their energy rises when outside the FC region. Therefore it is possible to apply the CASSCF method which allows to optimize the CoIns. CASSCF SA2 (12,11) was used to identify the S1/S0 CoIns of the puckering and ring opening pathways. In this case the lonepair of the aldehyde oxygen was left out, as the n_O π* state lies energetically above the first ππ* state at this geometry. At another geometry, a third energetically low lying S1/S0 CoIn between the n_O π* and the S0 state can be located for both furan derivates. It was optimized using the full (14,12) active space. To facilitate the comparison with the FC point, single point calculations on CCSD and MSPT2 level of theory were performed for all optimized CoIns. Table 4 shows the energy differences of the CoIns of all three molecules with respect to the FC point (ΔFC-CoIn) for both, the puckering and the opening pathway, which will slow down the relaxation dynamics compared to furan. This is, as a general effect, largely attributed to the extension of the conjugated π-space in furfural and β-furfural compared to furan, which decreases the gap between the electronic states at the FC point. At the CoIns this effect is reduced, because the π-space partly segregates on the puckering pathway, and on the ring opening pathway the σ* orbital of the ππ* state is not part of the conjugation in the first place. Therefore, ΔCoIn-Min hardly changes from furan to its derivates. For both derivates the energies of the opened CoIns still lie roughly 1 eV below the puckered ones. The new S1/S0 CoIns of the n_O π* state (CoInp) lie inbetween the others.

In comparison to the energetic consequences from the electronic changes at the FC point, the effect of the different degrees of pyramidalization in CoInp is negligible. The exact position of only the H-atom turns out to be of minor importance. In case of β-furfural, where the α- and δ-CoInp have the same FC point, the increased pyramidalization in the α-position does not even lead to the assumed higher energy.

Table 4  Energetic position of the CoIns in furan, furfural and β-furfural, and the pyramidalization of the puckered CoIns. For furfural and β-furfural the values for the CoIn on both possible sides of the molecule are given and labeled α, or δ. The energy differences to the ground state energy in equilibrium geometry and to the FC-point (S0) with the exception of the PT2 energies of furan, were calculated with either MOLCAS-CASPT2 or CCSD using the 6-31+G* basis set. For furan the results of RS2 (10,9) with the ANO basis set are given. To show the relatively small energy discrepancy between the methods at the CoIn structures, the ΔCoIn-Min on CASSCF level of theory were added (the basis sets are ANO for furan, 6-31G* for CoInp and CoInp of the derivates, and 6-31+G* for CoInp). The pyramidalization is given as (360° − Σ i=1/2/3 (360° − 3 x γi), where γi are the three angles around the considered atom, and γi is the angle of a tetrahedral surrounding (109.471°). The value runs from 0 (planar), over 1 (tetrahedral), to a theoretical maximum of 11.4 (all atoms coincide). See Fig. S2 in the ESI†.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Furan</th>
<th>Furfural α</th>
<th>Furfural δ</th>
<th>β-Furfural α</th>
<th>β-Furfural δ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Puckering</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔFC-CoInp [eV]</td>
<td>PT2</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>−0.33</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CCSD</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔCoInp-Min [eV]</td>
<td>PT2</td>
<td>4.95</td>
<td>5.05</td>
<td>4.99</td>
<td>5.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CCSD</td>
<td>5.07</td>
<td>5.16</td>
<td>5.09</td>
<td>5.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CAS</td>
<td>5.28</td>
<td>5.23</td>
<td>5.28</td>
<td>5.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyramidalization</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.644</td>
<td>1.830</td>
<td>1.790</td>
<td>1.435</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Opening**    |       |            |            |              |              |
| ΔFC-CoInp [eV] | PT2   | 2.26       | 0.82       | 0.64         | 1.19         |
|                | CCSD  | 2.39       | 1.19       | 0.99         | 1.45         |
| ΔCoInp-Min [eV]| PT2   | 3.99       | 3.89       | 4.07         | 4.01         |
|                | CCSD  | 4.24       | 4.15       | 4.34         | 4.38         |
|                | CAS   | 3.82       | 3.63       | 3.67         | 3.63         |

| n_O π* state   |       |            |            |              |              |
| ΔFC-CoInp [eV] | CCSD  | 0.88       | 0.95       | 4.47         | 4.88         |
| ΔCoInp-Min [eV]| CCSD  | 4.47       | 4.88       |              |              |
|                | CAS   | 4.48       | 5.11       |              |              |

Fig. 8  Experimental UV absorption spectra of furan (red), furfural (green) and β-furfural (blue) and calculated excitation energies at the FC point (bars). The spectra are given in individual arbitrary units. The ANO CCSD- and aug (14,14) CASSCF-excitation energies are shifted by the energy difference of the experimental peak maximum of furan with the furan excitation energies of the respective methods. This is indicated by the dashed, red line, which symbolizes the unshifted CCSD excitation energy of furan (compare Table 3).
The influence of the substituent and its location on the pyramidalization itself, however, is exactly as predicted by the extended two-electron two-orbital model. The degree of pyramidalization is highest in furfural, followed by \(\beta\)-furfural, puckered in the \(\alpha\)-position (the two CoIns with the stabilized orbital \(b\)), next is furan, and the last \(\beta\)-furfural, puckered in the \(\delta\)-position (the CoIn with the stabilized orbital \(a\)). This is an excellent confirmation for the validity of the model, and in a next step, one could think of altering the molecule to link its energy to the predicted structural change more strongly.

6 Dynamics of furfural and \(\beta\)-furfural

Time resolved photoelectron spectroscopy was performed with two different pump–probe settings for the furan derivates. Fig. 10 and 11 show the spectra of furfural upon pump–probe wavelengths of 267/400 nm and 200/267 nm, respectively. The spectra of \(\beta\)-furfural are similar and are provided in the ESL.\(^\dagger\) Overall the experimental time constants of furfural and \(\beta\)-furfural confirm the theoretical findings. In comparison to furan the dynamics are slowed down significantly, as expected from the reduced excitation energy due to the extended \(\pi\)-system.

The photoelectron spectra do not show the same strong time dependent shift of electron kinetic energy as in furan and thus no notable wavepacket dynamics in the excited state can be assigned. This is in agreement with the theoretically predicted decrease in the slope of the excited states. Instead the spectrum is highly structured (Fig. 10 and 11, top) and the individual peaks remain throughout the measured time interval. For excitation with the 267 nm pulse two time constants can be attributed to the relaxation to the ground state. The time constants are \(\tau_1 = 140 \pm 30\) fs and \(\tau_2 = 1.58 \pm 0.2\) ps for furfural, and \(\tau_1 = 300 \pm 50\) fs and \(\tau_2 = 2.15 \pm 0.3\) ps for \(\beta\)-furfural, respectively. Both time constants are visible across the whole spectra. For excitation with the 200 nm pulse only small changes are observed (Fig. 11, bottom).

---

**Fig. 10** Time-resolved photoelectron spectrum of furfural upon excitation at 267 nm and ionization at 400 nm. The black line represents the time zero shift \(t_s(E)\) as fitted by eqn (1). The scaling factors for the cuts on the right are 14 (2 eV, red) and 480 (3.5 eV, ocher).

---

**Fig. 9** Relaxation scheme for \(\beta\)-furfural. Initial excitation at the FC region populates the energetically lowest lying \(\pi\pi^*\) state (blue) with the 267 nm pump pulse, or two higher excited \(\pi\pi^*\) states (light blue) with the 200 nm pump pulse. Three possible deactivation routes arise: (1) (blue) – the puckering pathway is assumed to be the main pathway, in accordance with furan. It leads through a \(S_1\) minimum to Coln\(_p\). Here it relaxes to the ground state via a photophysical process. (2) (green) – If one of the CO bonds in the ring is elongated far enough, the \(\pi\pi^*\) state (green) stabilizes and crosses all three \(\pi\pi^*\) states (see Fig. S3 in the ESL\(^\dagger\)). From Coln\(_o\), the ring opens and thereby the photochemical process takes place. Coln\(_o\) and Coln\(_p\) are connected by a Coln seam. (3) (red) – The \(n_0\pi^*\) state (red) crosses the \(\pi\pi^*\) states somewhere on the potential energy surface, here shown exemplarily in the puckering pathway. It gets populated only from the lowest \(\pi\pi^*\) state. If this happens, Coln\(_o\) can be reached mainly by rotation of the aldehyde group. The puckering and the opening decay with \(\tau_2\), relaxation via \(n_0\pi^*\) is responsible for \(\tau_1\).
one time constant can be observed, $\tau_2 = 1.5 \pm 0.2$ ps for furfural and $\tau_2 = 1.3 \pm 0.2$ ps for β-furfural. The maximum time-zero shift $t_c$ for the 267 nm spectra is $50 \pm 10$ fs for furfural and $30 \pm 10$ fs for β-furfural. In the 200 nm spectra no shift is observed, which is likely caused by the wavepacket being temporarily trapped on the less steep, excited-state surface in the longer process connected to $\tau_2$.

The spectral structures show distinct peaks, but with different patterns for the two pump pulses. They can be explained by the corresponding He(ι)-ionization spectra which exhibit a comparable structure.29 This is exemplified in the ESI† (see Fig. S1) on furfural. The strong peak at 0.7 eV in the 267 nm spectrum using a two photon probe scheme has been attributed to an ionization from the $n_O$ orbital of the aldehyde group.29 This state is called $n_O$ ionized state from here on. In the 200 nm spectrum the 0.7 eV peak is missing.

In addition the short lifetime $\tau_1$ only appears for the excitation with the 267 nm pump. At this wavelength, the first excited $\pi\pi^*$ state, $S_1(\pi\pi^*)$, is populated for both molecules, while the 200 nm pulse should populate both, $S_1(\pi\pi^*)$ and $S_2(\pi\pi^*)$ (see Fig. 8).

This means that an additional pathway opens when the reaction is started directly from the $S_2(\pi\pi^*)$ state and is not reached from the higher lying $S_3$ and $S_4$ state. As both, $\tau_1$ and $\tau_2$, can be observed over the whole spectrum, two separate relaxation pathways must exist. One of them corresponds to the one identified in furan, which is the pathway through the CoIn seam connecting CoIn$^p$ and CoIn$^o$. Based on the reasoning from quantum chemistry given below, the other is assigned to CoIn$^o$, which is not included in this seam. CoIn$^o$ mediates the relaxation involving the $n_O\pi^*$ state (see Fig. 9).

After photoexcitation with either pump pulse the valence electrons of furfural and β-furfural are in a $\pi n_O^2\pi^*$ configuration. This configuration remains when the systems follow the relaxation path towards the CoIn seam (Fig. 9, blue). Photoionization of the outer electron will dominantly lead to a $\pi n_O^2$ configuration. When the other pathway towards CoIn$^o$ is chosen (Fig. 9, red), the electronic character changes from $n_O\pi^*$ to $\pi^* n_O\pi^*$. Photoionization of the outer electron will now result in a $\pi^3 n_O$ configuration, which corresponds to the $n_O$ ionized state. Consequently $\tau_1$ is assigned to the relaxation via the $n_O\pi^*$ state.

The participation of the $n_O\pi^*$ state is also indicated by on-the-fly dynamics, where it gets partially populated. Keeping in mind the performance of CASSCF in the FC region, however, this can only be seen as a supportive indication. For the same reason, the corresponding $S_2/S_1$ Coln could not be optimized in a meaningful way.

7 Conclusions

The deactivation process of photoexcited furan and two of its derivate, furfural and β-furfural were studied by time-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy and by quantum chemical calculation. The systems were selected to investigate the effect of substituents on the dynamics with furan taken as reference system. Using a high intensity probe pulse, the relaxation of furan from the FC region back to the ground state could be monitored through a two photon probe process. An excited state lifetime of 60 ± 15 fs could be assigned to the time in which the molecule accesses the region of the CoIns to the ground state. A second time of 110 ± 25 fs is assigned to the decay of the excited state which is mediated via the CoIn seam connecting the ring opening and ring puckering CoIns.

The relaxation of furfural and β-furfural happens on a much slower timescale and, depending on the wavelength of the pump pulse, one or two lifetimes are found. Interestingly, for both molecules the pulse with the lower energy leads to the additional, shorter time constant. Quantum chemical calculations performed on CASSCF, CASPT2 and CCSD level of theory, assign the short life time to a deactivation via the $n_O\pi^*$ state, which is related to the aldehyde group and thus not available in furan.

The general slowdown of the relaxation process from furan to its derivates can also be explained by the aldehyde group introduced at different positions of the furan ring. It lowers the excitation energy in the FC region due to the extension of the $\pi$ system, but it hardly effects the position of the CoIns with respect to the ground state minimum. Due to the structural deformation at the CoIns, the extension of the $\pi$ system is removed. This is the dominant effect which defines the relative energies between ground state minimum, FC point and the CoIns. The two-electron two-orbital model successfully predicted the structural changes for CoIn$^o$ of the puckering pathway when going from furan to its derivates. The degree to which a hydrogen atom is bent beneath the ring has, however, only minor energetic effects. In molecules where the deformation has larger sterical consequences and the substituent position has less, even the energetic position of the CoIn on the potential energy surface should be predictable.
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